INTRODUCTION
High accuracy Handwritten Character Recognition (HCR) is a challenging task for Indian languages script. Offline handwriting recognition has become an active research area in image processing and pattern recognition since last few decades. In HCR, the characters in a digital image are segmented, and then submitted for a number of preprocessing steps that aims at reducing the variability in the appearance of the handwritten patterns. Algorithms are used to extract features from the preprocessed images and to assign the observed character to appropriate class. Recognition of handwritten character is a challenging area in image processing and pattern recognition. HCR system is developed with an objective to recognize handwritten characters from a digital image of handwritten documents. An HCR system includes steps such as character segmentation, pre-processing of character image, feature extraction and recognition of character class with the extracted features. The major challenges, as in the case of any handwritten character recognition problem, is the large variation in the writing styles of individual at different times and among different individuals such as size shape, speed of writing and thickness of characters etc. The problem of printed character recognition is relatively well understood and solved with little constraints and the available system yield as good as 99% recognition accuracy. But handwritten character recognition systems have still limited capabilities. The issues faced by the HCR systems are the similarities of some characters with each other, infinite variety of character shapes and deformed and illegible characters. Intelligent system which can identify handwritten scripts is still an open problem for the researchers.
Offline HCR systems are matured only in few languages like English and Chinese [1] [2] [3] . Effective handwritten character recognition systems have been developed by researchers during the past decades. A brief report of, some of the recent works done in various Indian languages are as follows.
Raju et al. proposed a novel handwritten Malayalam character recognition system using a combination of gradient based features and run length count. Classification was carried out with SQDF and MLP. The feature vector is augmented by including aspect ratio, position of centroid and ratio of pixels on the vertical halve of a character image. The recognition accuracy of 99.78% was achieved with minimum computational and storage requirements [4] . A method for recognition of printed and handwritten mixed Kannada numerals is presented using multi-class SVM for recognition yielding a recognition accuracy of 97.76% [5] . Ragha & Sasikumar describes system for Kannada characters. In this paper, the moment features are extracted from the Gabor wavelets of preprocessed images of 49 characters. The comparison of moments features of 4 directional images with original images are tested on Multi Layer Perceptron with Back Propagation Neural Network. The average performance of the system with these two features together is 92% [6] . Dhandra presents a handwritten Kannada and English character recognition system based on spatial features. Directional spatial features VIZ stroke density, stroke length and the number of stokes are employed as potential features to characterize the handwritten Kannada numerals/vowels and English uppercase alphabets. KNN classifier is used to classify the characters based on these features with four fold cross validation. The proposed system achieves the recognition accuracy as 96.2%, 90.1% and 91.04% for handwritten Kannada numerals, vowels and English uppercase alphabets respectively [7] .
A system for recognition of handwritten Kannada vowels by extracting invariant moment feature from zoned images is proposed [8] . A Euclidian distance criterion and KNN classifier is used to classify the handwritten Kannada vowels. A total 1625 images are considered for experimentation and overall accuracy is found to be 85.53%. Rajashekararadhya and Vanaja proposed an offline handwritten numeral recognition technique for four south Indian languages like Kannada, Telugu, Tamil and Malayalam. In this work, they suggested a feature extraction technique, based on zone and image centroid. They used two different classifiers nearest neighbor and back propagation neural network to achieve 99% accuracy for Kannada and Telugu, 96% for Tamil and 95% for Malayalam [9] . The work of Pal et al with gradient features and a classifier combination of SVM and MQDF have achieved a recognition rate of 95.13% for Devanagari character recognition [10] . Another work by Pal et al has turned up an accuracy of 95.19% with curvature features and mirror image learning [11] . Patil et al describes a complete system for the recognition of isolated handwritten Devanagari character using Fourier Descriptor and Hidden-Markov Model (HMM) [12] . Before extracting the features, the images are normalized using image isometrics such as translation, rotation and scaling. After normalization, the Fourier features are extracted using Fourier Descriptor. An automatic system trained 400 images of image database and character model form with multivariate Gaussian state conditional distribution. A separate set of 100 characters was used to test the system. The recognition accuracy for individual character varies from 90% to 100%.Siddarth et al. have worked with features like zonal density, projection histogram, distance profile and background direction distribution (BDD), and classifiers SVM, KNN and probabilistic neural networks. SVM gave the highest recognition accuracy of 95.04% with zonal density and BDD features [13] .
In this work, we present two modified view based approaches for the recognition of handwritten Tamil characters. In the first approach top, bottom, left, right and front views are extracted from normalized and binarized character image. Each view is divided into 16 equal zones and from each zone the total number of background pixel is counted as feature values. In the second approach the normalized and binary images are divided into 16 equal zones. From each zone the five views are extracted and from each view the total number of background pixel is counted. Further the same features are extracted using the above two approaches by employing thinned images. The extracted features are classified using SVM, MLP and ELM classifier. The experiments conducted with a large database consisting of handwritten Tamil character establish the merit of the proposed features in terms of classification accuracy and feature extraction time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses about Tamil HCR. Section 3 explains the proposed view based features extraction procedure. Section 4 discusses the classifier and data collection for the experiment and the experimental results are discussed in section 5. Finally conclusion is given in section 6.
STUDIES IN TAMIL HCR
There are a number of language families in the world. Tamil belongs to the Dravidian language family. This classical language is considered the earliest of the Dravidian languages and is spoken by more than eighty million people worldwide. Tamil is regarded as one of the four major literary languages of the Dravidian family and, in spoken form, is predominant form of communication in Tamil Nadu in south India. The literary heritage of this south Asian language is very rich. The Tamil language reflects the cultural traditions in Tamil Nadu. Tamil is widely used in mass media, the judicial system, the sciences and areas of technology. In addition to reflecting the cultural and traditional milieu, Tamil is the language used in the state administration and is recognized as one of the classical languages of India. There are thirty characters in the Tamil ethnographic system. There are twelve vowels and eighteen consonants and one special character (aayutha ezhuthu). Vowels and consonants are combined to form composite letters (216), making total of 247 different characters. A review of literature related to HCR system in Tamil scripts is given below.
Suresh et al attempts to use the fuzzy concept on handwritten Tamil characters to classify them as one among the prototype characters using a feature called distance from the frame and a suitable 46 membership function [14] . The prototype characters are categorized into two classes: one was considered as line characters/patterns and the other was arc patterns. The unknown input character was classified into one of these two classes first and then recognized to be one of the characters in that class. Suresh et al proposed a system to recognize printed characters, numerals and handwritten Tamil characters using Fuzzy approach [15] .
Hewavitharana & Fernando described a system to recognize handwritten Tamil characters using a two stage classification approach, for a subset of the Tamil alphabet [16] . In the first stage, an unknown character was pre-classified into one of the three groups: core, ascending and descending characters. Then, in the second stage, members of the pre-classified group are further analyzed using a statistical classifier for final recognition. A complete Optical Character Recognition system for Tamil magazine documents or news print was described [17] . Aparna et al proposed a method to construct a handwritten Tamil character by executing a sequence of strokes. A structure or shape-based representation of a stroke was used in which a stroke was represented as a string of shape features. Using this string representation, an unknown stroke was identified by comparing it with a database of strokes using a flexible string matching procedure [18] .
Patil and Sontakke proposed an approach to use the fuzzy concept to recognize handwritten Tamil characters and numerals [19] . The handwritten characters (numerals) are preprocessed and segmented into primitives. These primitives are measured and labeled using fuzzy logic. Strings of a character are formed from these labeled primitives. To recognize the handwritten characters, conventional string matching was performed.
However, the problem in this string matching had been avoided using the membership value of the string. Bhattacharya et al proposed a two stage approach. In the first stage, an unsupervised clustering method was applied to create a smaller number of groups of handwritten Tamil character classes [20] . In the second stage, a supervised classification technique was considered in each of these smaller groups for final recognition. The training samples are first grouped using K-means clustering using a count of transition from one pixel position into other. During the second stage MLP is used to classify each group using chain code histogram features of samples. The recognition accuracy obtained is 92.77% and 89.66% for training and testing sets. Sutha and Ramaraj proposed a system to recognize handwritten Tamil characters using Neural Network [21] . Fourier Descriptor was 47 used as the feature to recognize the characters. The system was trained using several different forms of handwriting provided by both male and female participants of different age groups. Indra Gandhi and Iyakutti present a new approach of Kohonen neural network based Self Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm for Tamil Character Recognition, which provides much higher performance than the traditional neural network [22] . First, it describes how a system is used to recognize a hand written Tamil characters using a classification approach. The aim of the pre-classification is to reduce the number of possible candidates of unknown character, to a subset of the total character set. This is otherwise known as cluster, so the algorithm will try to group similar characters together. Second, members of pre-classified group are further analyzed using a statistical classifier for final recognition. A recognition rate of around 79.9% was achieved for the first choice and more than 98.5% for the top three choices. The result shows that the proposed Kohonen SOM algorithm yields promising output and feasible with other existing techniques. Sureshkumar & Ravichandran, spatial space detection technique is used [23] in which paragraphs are segmented into lines using vertical histogram, lines into words using horizontal histogram, and words into character image glyphs using horizontal histogram. The extracted features considered for recognition are given to Neural Network for classification. Selvakumar Raja and Mala John presents an efficient method for recognizing Tamil characters based on extracted features like horizontal lines, vertical lines, loops, and curves [24] . The extracted features are fed to Back Propagation based Neural Network (BPNN) classifier system, Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, and Decision Tree (DT) classifier. The DT classifier system has achieved very good recognition rate on the Tamil character database and shows improved performance as compared to BPNN classifier and SVM classifiers.
VIEW BASED FEATURES
Feature extraction is the most important steps in the success of handwritten recognition system. The selection of feature extraction method is an important factor in achieving high recognition performance. Numerous methods are used for feature extraction such as directional features, gradient features, and statistical features structural features and so on. A good number of feature extraction methods are discussed in [26] [27] . Sumana Barman et al proposed a new system is based on the view based approach [27] . The system does not need thinning of analyzed character. The characteristic vectors taken from both top and bottom views. Here we are considering only two views that is top and bottom among four. Two "views" of each character are examined to extract from them a characteristic vector, which describes the given character. The view is a set of points that plot one of two projections of the object (top or bottom) -it consists of pixels belonging to the contour of a character and having extreme values of y coordinate -maximal for top, and minimal for bottom view. Till now we have seen that view based methods handle with the whole images and take feature as the characteristics vector for word recognition. Khalid Saeed and Marek Tabedzki uses a view based approach for capital Latin letter classification and recognition [28] . It examines four "views" of every letter and gathers nine uniformly distributed characteristic points of each view
In this work, we carried out feature extraction using modified view based approach of original and thinned images and sub images of original and thinned images for handwritten Tamil character recognition and also using fixed meshing type is described below
FIXED MESHING
In mesh type the character images are partitioned into different region with imaginary grids. The original image and thinned images are divided vertically and horizontally into Nsub images. We divided each character image of size 72  72 into 16 sub images, with size 18  18.
MODIFIED VIEW BASED APPROACH
The view based approach is based on the fact that for correct character recognition a human usually needs only partial information about it, which is its shape. In this feature extraction method, we used original and thinned binary images. For feature extraction two approaches are used. The first approach is to find the five views viz, top, bottom, left, right and front of original and thinned images and then each view is divided into 16 equal blocks. Thus, in each block, P, the sum of background pixels (SBP) is calculated as SBPp. In the second approach, the original and thinned images are divided into 16 equal blocks and from each block, five views are computed. Then for each view, the sum of back ground pixels is calculated as SBPv. The four different view based features are explained below.
View Mesh Original Image (VMOI):
Here, first find the five views of the original image, divide each view in to 16 equal blocks or zones and for each zone compute SBPp. The Fig.1 shows the five views of the original image and 16 equal blocks of left views. 
View Mesh Thinned Image (VMOI):
Here, first find the five views of thinned images, divide each view into 16 equal zones and for each zone compute SBPp. The Fig.2 shows the five views of Thinned image and 16 sub images of left views. 
Mesh View Original Image (MVOI):
Here, first the original image is divided into 16 equal blocks and the five views of each block are created. Then for each view, sum of background pixels is computed as SBPv. Fig.3(a) Shows the original image of character "Aa" is divided into 16 equal zones and Fig.3 
Mesh View Thinned Image (MVTI):
Here, first the thinned image is divided into 16 equal blocks and the five views of each block are computed. Then for each view, compute sum of background pixels as SBPv. The Fig.4(a) shows the thinned image of character "Aa" divided into 16 equal zones and Fig.4(b) shows five views of zone 3. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
Repeat steps I and II for all original and thinned images stored in the data base:
Step I 1. Top, bottom, left, right and front views are computed on original images.
2. For each view is divided into 16 equal blocks and each block compute SBPp and store the SBP values of the character and class-id into a file.
Same as step I (1) and (2) in thinned images
Step II 1. The original image is divided into 16 equal blocks and each block compute the top, bottom, left, right and front views.
2. For each view compute SBPv and store the SBP values of the character and class-id into a file.
Same as step II (1) and (2) in thinned images
The output of the algorithm contains a set of four files, each containing 80 features together with class id of the 21600 images.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
If the goal of feature extraction is to map input patterns onto points in a feature space, the purpose of classification is to assign each point in the space with a class id or membership scores to the defined classes. Hence, once a pattern is mapped the problem becomes one of the classical classification to which a variety of classification methods can be applied. In this work, the SVM [29] and MLP classifier in WEKA Tool and ELM classifier [30] are used for classification. The experiment consists of database creation, preprocessing, feature extraction and training and testing.
DATASET
We conducted our experiments using a database of 21600 handwritten Tamil character samples collected from three hundred different persons. In the present study we considered only isolated characters of vowels, consonants and Grantha scripts. Three hundred handwritten pages, containing the selected 72 characters are collected from different persons belonging to different age groups, qualification and professions. The collected documents are scanned at 300 DPI which is usually a low noise and good quality image. Characters are segmented using projection histogram method, cropped and stored as bmp images. The resultant database consists of 21600 characters of the 72 selected character classes.
In order to analyze the quality of dataset, we introduce the concept of class representative images through linear combination of samples [36] . We analyzed the properties of the image in the database based on aspect ratio, normalized distance from character centroid (NDCO), and mean and standard deviation of aspect ratio and NDCO. Further, we have analyzed the dataset with class average images and deviations from standard samples. It is established that the samples posses sufficient variations to pose challenges in the machine recognition. Hence a well structured and standard database is created to facilitate a comprehensive study of handwritten Tamil character recognition [36] .
PREPROCESSING
The preliminary step for recognizing handwritten character is the pre-processing, which involves operation on the digitized image intended to reduce noise and to simplify extraction of structural and statistical features. Preprocessing stage involves a set of operations to produce a modified image which is less complex, so that it can be used directly and efficiently by the feature extraction stage. In this work focus is given to size normalization, binarization and thinning. Each character image is normalized to size 72  72 pixels using nearest neighbor interpolation method. The normalized image is further converted in to binary image using Otsu"s threshold selection technique [33] . Finally each character is thinned using a standard thinning algorithm. The Fig.5 shows the steps involved in preprocessing of input characters. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION
For each image in the database, the different feature extraction methods are applied. The normalized and binarized thinned images are used for finding the chain code, gradient, zero cross and division point features. For view based feature extraction, two approaches are used. In the first approach, normalized and binarized original character images are used. In the second approach, normalized and binarized thinned character images are used. The Fig.6 shows the feature extraction steps used in this work.
TRAINING AND TESTING
In the experiment, the 80 features are given as input to the SVM, MLP and ELM classifier. The eight methods are tagged as View Mesh Original Image (VMOI), View Mesh Thinned Image (VMTI), Mesh View Original Image (MVOI), Mesh View Thinned Image (MVTI), chain code (CH), gradient (GD), zero cross(ZC) and division point(DP).
For these methods, training and testing data sets are formed as follows:
The training and testing was carried out with 5 different data sets. In all the experiments, 60% of the samples are selected randomly for training and the remaining 40% for testing. Among the 21600 samples in the database, 12960 samples are used in the training phase and the remaining 8640 in the testing phase. For the creation of next data set, another combination of the same character samples (21600) are considered, and the selected 60% (12960) training data and 40% (8640) testing data will be different from the first. The formation of the five different data sets ensures the distribution of all variations of characters across training and testing phases. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The proposed modified view based feature extraction methods are implemented using MatLab. The performance of the proposed modified feature extraction approaches in terms of feature extraction time and classification accuracy is compared with four other feature extraction methods. All feature extraction method compared are listed in Table. 1. The recognition experiments are carried out with SVM, MLP and ELM classifiers. The classification performance of view based feature extraction methods is given in Table. 2. In each experiment a viewing strategy-classifier pair is chosen and the recognition accuracy for the five training-testing set is found. From the results, the view features extracted from thinned images are more discriminative than the view based feature extracted from original image. The highest accuracy is given by MVTI-SVM pair (95.26%). Here SVM is the best classifier where as ELM gives poor performance. Out of the four view based features MVTI is found to be superior. A comparison of the average recognition accuracy, total and average time of different feature extraction methods is given in Table. 3. Here, we present a comparative analysis of the performance of the feature extraction method is described. All the four view based features together with chain code, gradient; division point and zero crossing are selected for the study. We have considered only fixed meshing for extracting features. From the Table. 3, it is clear that the view based feature extraction methods take less feature extraction time and highest recognition accuracy. Out of the four view based approaches MVTI gives the best performance (95.26%). It is to be noted that chain code method and gradient method are two well accepted feature extraction strategy in HCR.
The average recognition accuracy for each feature extraction method with the three different classifiers is given in Table. 5. Here, SVM classifier is giving the best recognition accuracy of the features, MVTI is found to be the best feature out of the selected feature set. CH, GD and VMTI are relatively better. When we consider the time required for feature extraction, GD and CH are very expensive. All the view based features and the ZC approach require much less time. From this study, it is evident that as a single feature, view based features are the best option. In terms of recognition accuracy and the time required for feature extraction. MVTI is selected as the best feature among the set of features considered.
Though the overall accuracy given by MVTI is the highest in recognizing confusing character pairs, the other view based approaches are found to be better. This aspect needs further investigation.
The Table. 4 shows the recognition accuracy of SVM classifier with respect to each character for the selected features. From the Table. 4, 18 characters (highlighted) gives less than 95% recognition accuracy in all the feature extraction methods. The proposed method gives highest accuracy for all the characters except , and .
From the 
CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed two modified view based feature extraction approaches for the recognition of Tamil handwritten characters. The discriminative powers of the proposed approaches are compared with that of four popular feature extraction approaches in character recognition. The feature extraction time and classification performances are compared. The proposed approaches results in high classification performance with comparatively less feature extraction time. To improve the recognition accuracy, especially to deal with confusing character pairs, structural features can be added with view based features. Further other classifiers can be employed to evaluate the merit of the proposed features. 
